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Abstract
The paper discusses explicit properties and the requirements that are to be veriﬁed, imposed upon
software-intensive systems by their environment and by their users. Those systems are time-critical,
may contain autonomous components, and may exhibit proactive behaviour. It is suggested that
the analysis and veriﬁcation of properties in software-intensive systems requires time-aware model
of interactive computation. The authors of this paper claim that hitherto used time interpretation
in computer science is too simpliﬁed, and several simultaneously maintained independent time
counting systems is a necessary precondition for timing analysis of interactions. A feature space for
comparing the existing approaches to interactive computing is suggested, and a potential candidate
for time-aware model of interactive computation is discussed.
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1 Introduction
The practical design of contemporary computing systems has moved away
from the conventional methods based on the Church-Turing algorithm the-
ory. From the pragmatic point of view, the new systems are increasingly built
from components (reused or specially developed), and the increasing number
of new computing systems are directly interacting with their (non-computer)
environment, as well as with the other computing systems. From the philo-
sophical point of view, the new practice has ampliﬁed the impact of incomplete
information as regards to the properties of components, and the environment.
Even in the rare cases when the complete knowledge about natural and/or
artiﬁcial environments exists, one cannot make use of it because of the lim-
ited computing power does not match with the requirements imposed by the
environment. Think, for example, of a control of a telomerization reaction
where the actual productive duration of the reaction is shorter than the time
required for resolving the kinetic equations that determine the recommended
duration of the reaction under the given conditions.
The use of components has partly shifted the designers’ attention from
algorithms to the interaction of algorithms (and their collections). This is
because any component may comprise more than one algorithm, whereas pre-
cise description of algorithms used in a component and component’s inner
structure are very seldom known to the designer. Quite often components
with diﬀerent inner structure are equivalent with respect to their external be-
haviour and can substitute each other in a system. The shift of interest from
algorithms to interaction of algorithms has invoked research into interaction-
centred models of computation (see, for instance, [22,45,47]).
The direct interaction of a computing system with its environment im-
plies violation of many traditional assumptions widely used in conventional
algorithm theory based computation. Some examples of those violations are:
• non-terminating (i.e. on-going) computation has become a rule, not an
exception (as in data processing); in the other words, the leading computing
paradigm has shifted from string processing to stream processing;
• non-interference assumption, that is mandatory for veriﬁability of algorith-
mically parallel computations, is not applicable in forced concurrent mode
of computation; forced concurrency is imposed upon the computing system
by its environment [24,26] and results usually from stream processing;
• context-awareness of computation has become an issue since computing sys-
tems started to interact directly with their environment; in many cases the
context-awareness can be reduced to time-awareness and location-awareness
of the computation, and/or of the interaction of components; in the case
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of learning and/or adapting systems, one should also consider computing
and environmental history as one of the features that deﬁnes the dynamic
context.
Traditionally these issues have been studied for building theoretical foun-
dations for embedded real-time systems, ubiquitous computing systems, and
universal plug-and-play systems that are often characterised by the presence of
mobile components, dynamically changing topology of inter-component inter-
actions, strong interference from the environment, and pretty strict depend-
ability requirements from their users. The evolution of practical computing
systems has shifted the context-awareness problem to one of the central posi-
tions in the formal description of computation (models of computation).
1.1 Components, proactivity, agents, and emergent behaviour
Contemporary computing systems are built from components – control and
monitoring systems in cars, communication systems, many essential features
of transport and banking systems, and medical devices, and computational
models are just a few examples. All those computing devices and systems
are built from autonomous components (quite often from COTS (commercial,
oﬀ the shelf)), and are essentially software-intensive. Basic functionality of
a software-intensive device is determined by its software. Software-intensive
systems diﬀer from the other engineering systems in that their functionality
can be easily modiﬁed, they are clearly more capable for explicit proactive
behaviour, and rely on dynamically evolving control structure more often as
compared to the non-software-intensive systems.
By proactivity the authors of this paper mean component’s ability to an-
ticipate the evolution of its environment, to choose the goal-directed activities
that lead to better satisfaction of the component’s goal, and in the case of
a well-designed system to better satisfaction of the system’s goal. Usually
the proactivity increases components’ capability for autonomous operation.
The notion of proactive behaviour stems from the natural world and was ﬁrst
applied to artefacts from the artiﬁcial world by distributed artiﬁcial intelli-
gence, artiﬁcial life, and computer control communities. Majority of software-
intensive systems operate across the border of natural and artiﬁcial worlds
– e.g. computer control systems for technical devices and technological pro-
cesses, medical devices, systems for habitat monitoring, autonomous mobile
robots, interactive problem-solving systems – and contain quite often AI based
components. Considering the major trend in software design – from object-
oriented design to (potentially autonomous) components based design – it
becomes only natural to apply proactive components explicitly for designing
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software-intensive systems.
The rapidly increasing use of components with autonomous and proactive
behaviour is a very clear trend in today’s computer applications. A compo-
nent with autonomous and proactive behaviour matches many deﬁnitions of an
agent, for instance, [35]. Agents, and systems built from agents (multi-agent
systems) is a successful research and application area by itself. However, com-
putationally the software-intensive systems (and devices) that apply proactive
components and multi-agent systems face very similar theoretical problems.
In a larger scale, this can be considered as an example of cross-fertilization of
the knowledge obtained in biology and/or molecular biology with that of the
emerging science of the artiﬁcial [37].
Such an approach has been named kenetic engineering. The name was
coined by J. Ferber in the context of distributed artiﬁcial intelligence research,
and denotes the process of development artiﬁcial systems by applying inter-
acting autonomous and proactive components [9]. Similarity with genetic
engineering, as deﬁned for natural biological systems, is intentional and em-
phasises certain cohesion between the building principles of proactive artiﬁcial
systems as compared to those of biological systems. Multi-agent systems rely
essentially on behavioural features that cannot be speciﬁed in conventional
algorithmic computing, but are inevitably present in real-time, autonomous,
and/or proactive computing systems.
Examples of such features are persistency of computation, direct interac-
tion between a computing system and its environment, time-awareness of be-
haviour, dynamically evolving structure of interactions, and remarkable share
of emergent behaviour. These properties cannot be completely speciﬁed in
advance, during the user requirements speciﬁcation and design stage. The
appearance of those properties depends on the particular context and history
of events in operation of the computing system itself, as well as on the con-
text and history of events in the system’s environment. Attempts to handle
and analyse the above-mentioned features within the paradigm of algorithmic
computing have led to theoretical diﬃculties [3,18,22,23,45,47].
The emergent behaviour has been studied mostly in natural systems. P.W.
Anderson stated in [1] that “the behaviour of a complex system can not be
understood in terms of a simple extrapolation of the properties of its compo-
nents, elements, and entities”. Anderson’s paper was published a couple of
years before R. Milner published [22], one of the ﬁrst papers in the second wave
of interest in interaction-centred models of computation. With the increase of
the number of components (and their proactivity) in computer systems, and
the number of software-intensive systems in practical applications, the role of
emergent behaviour in artiﬁcial systems has become an important practical
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problem. This is additional argument for search of new computing paradigms
since the conventional paradigm (based on Church-Turing algorithm theory)
practically neglects the emergent behaviour of the designed computing sys-
tems.
The evolution of computer science is gradually reaching the understanding
formulated by proponents of interactive computing as follows: “Interactive
systems such as modelled by UML represent a new paradigm in computation
that inherently cannot be modelled using traditional, or algorithmic, tools. At
the heart of the new computing paradigm is the notion that a system’s job is
not to transform a single static input into an output, but rather to provide an
ongoing service” [11].
1.2 Context-awareness of software-intensive systems
The development and elaboration of the new computing paradigm (interaction-
centred model of computation) is progressing well and rapidly gaining pop-
ularity. However, so far the context-awareness of computations has gained
insuﬃcient attention. Context-awareness has become an issue since comput-
ing systems started to interact directly with their environment – especially
in the cases when a computing system is to modify the behaviour of the en-
vironment, or is to modify its own functionality in response to changes in
the state of the environment. Real-time, embedded systems and monitoring
and/or diagnostic systems are typical examples of context-aware computing
systems.
The precise deﬁnition of a context-awareness depends on a particular class
of applications. Keeping in mind the contemporary computer applications –
e.g. control, monitoring, surveillance, communication, decision-making sys-
tems that are built from autonomous, proactive, and mobile components, are
heavily distributed, and often rely on heterogeneous ad hoc networks – one can
clearly see the necessity for considering time-awareness and location-awareness
of the computing. In more sophisticated cases – involving machine-learning,
adaptation, and self-organisation – the environmental perceptivity by compo-
nents of the computing system becomes an important element of the context.
To be able to analyse the behaviour of a context-aware computing system, one
should consider the environment as part of the analysable system. The envi-
ronment is also described as a collection of interacting, potentially proactive
and autonomous components of a larger entity.
This paper focuses on the time-awareness property of computing systems
and postpones the discussions on location-awareness, and environmental per-
ceptivity for the following papers. This decision was taken not only because
time-constraint computing systems have been studied for some time already
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but mostly because the required time-awareness in contemporary computing
applications is philosophically a truly challenging problem, see for example
[29,36].
Time has always been present in computing in the form of topological
ordering of operations. The performance and scheduling issues for execu-
tion time and activation instants of key algorithms became important with
the appearance of multiprogramming and multiprocessors, and the related
scheduling theories introduced metric time into computing.
The application domain of a single metric time was extended by intro-
ducing temporal logics for describing and analysing some of the properties of
programs. Many domains of modelling also apply a single metric time (e.g.
computational economy). Typically, in those applications the metric time ap-
plies either the fully reversible time concept, or the strictly increasing time
concept. Some temporal logics use the notion of “branching time” that is not
a separate time concept, but rather a method for representing, and reasoning
about, alternative evolution paths of the history.
The philosophers distinguish three concepts of a metric time (see, for in-
stance [6]), that usually are not used simultaneously:
• strictly increasing metric time (e.g. as applied in biology)
• fully reversible metric time (e.g. as applied in theoretical physics)
• relative metric time with moving origin (e.g. as applied in psychology).
One of the few examples where all the three concepts of metric time are
to be applied simultaneously in order to be able to capture all the required
features, is the timing correctness analysis of inter-component interactions in
real-time systems, as ﬁrst suggested in [25], and reﬁned in [29].
Traditionally, a researcher describes the studied phenomena, and a sys-
tem’s designer describes the system that is being developed from his/her point
of view, assuming full control of the situation. Hence, the time of the de-
signer and/or of the researcher is suﬃcient to capture the dynamics of the
phenomena or the system. However, in a system composed of proactive au-
tonomous components, each of the components may have its own independent
time counting system. Hence, one additional time dimension for the whole
system cannot solve the time-awareness problem. This is even more so be-
cause, in many cases, the researcher and/or the designer are not in full control
of the situation – meaning that the autonomous components cannot always
be synchronised with, or reduced to the time of the system designer.
Many practical applications of computing systems accept autonomous and
proactive components as building blocks of the computing system, allow direct
interaction of those components with the environment, and require that the
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computing systems are distributed. Consequently, the researchers have to ad-
mit the existence of several independent time counting systems that are to be
maintained simultaneously in a complex formed by the (distributed) comput-
ing system and its environment. Of course, one can argue whether all those
time counting systems are suﬃciently inﬂuential to be considered explicitly.
The existing experience with the embedded real-time systems indicates that
in order to analyse the properties of forced concurrent operation it is essential
to maintain several independent time counting systems simultaneously so as
to verify correct timing of inter-component interactions [26,29].
Whenever the authors mention time-aware interaction-centred model of
computation further in this text, it is assumed that the corresponding time-
model comprises several independent metric times with simultaneous existence
of multiple concepts of each time.
The existing software engineering practice, and the corresponding tools
used for developing component-based, and/or agent-based, software support
simple time-models that do not foster timing analysis of inter-component (and
inter-agent) interactions. In fact, the widely used time-models cater for per-
formance and scheduling features and neglect timing of interactions.
The authors of this paper suggest that the further research should focus
on potential ways of designing, assembling, and analysis of computing systems
based on autonomous, proactive components. In a large number of applica-
tions it is important that the new theories and methods focus explicitly on
description and analysis of in-component and inter-component interactions,
and speciﬁcally support the veriﬁable satisfaction of context-awareness re-
quirements imposed upon the computing systems.
Two complementary research goals can be pointed out:
• how to build a system that guarantees the required behaviours, enables and
assesses the emergent behaviours, and minimises the unwanted behaviours
(the research domain of “conventional” interaction-centred computing),
• how to build a system that – in addition to what was said in the previous
paragraph – satisﬁes the imposed context-awareness requirements imposed
on individual components, on groups of components, and on interactions of
components and on groups of components (the research domain of context-
aware interaction-centred computing).
Whereas the ﬁrst goal can be achieved separately from the second, the sec-
ond goal cannot be achieved separately from the ﬁrst goal. This means that
for designing and building a computing system, and for analysing its context-
awareness related properties, one needs a theory for context-aware interactive
computation, and the corresponding model of computation. A natural hy-
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pothesis is that the theory for context-aware interactive computing should
integrate “seamlessly” the theory for “conventional” interactive computing.
1.3 About this paper
This paper initiates a study of problems that result from attempts to integrate
the theories for conventional and context-aware interactive computing. Sec-
tion 2 of this paper compares the properties of embedded real-time systems
with those of time-constraint multi-agent systems and suggests a common
paradigm for reasoning about the computational properties of those context-
aware interactive computing systems. Section 3 surveys some of the ideas and
concepts that have led to explicit formulation of the essence of interactive com-
putation, and eventually to several prototypes of interaction-centred models
of computation. Section 4 suggests a feature space that enables to compare
computing systems that operate in diﬀerent applications and have to satisfy
a wide spectrum of requirements – e.g. data processing, information process-
ing, computer control, on-line monitoring, decision-support, and multi-agent
systems. Section 5 discusses superﬁcially a potential approach to develop-
ing a time-aware, interaction-centred model of computation by extending the
Q-model with the timed-stream processing methods.
2 Reasoning about component- and agent-based sys-
tems
The search for eﬃcient information representation and encapsulation meth-
ods that would lead to natural software structuring, has been a driving force
for software engineering. The evolution of information encapsulation methods
started from modular programming, followed by object-oriented programming
and design, and eventually reached the era of component-based software. A
component is usually, but not necessarily always, a collection of objects that
has limited autonomy, i.e. a component can exist, and to certain extent op-
erate in a stand-alone mode. For its full-scale operation a component usually
requires a speciﬁc supporting infrastructure.
The practice of object-oriented programming has always (intuitively) fol-
lowed the paradigm of interactive computing. Still, an object has always had
only partial control over its own methods and data structures. An autonomic
object (or rather a set of such objects) with full control over its own methods
forms a pragmatic basis for implementing agents. In reality, an implemented
agent needs a dynamic support infrastructure for its full-scale autonomic op-
eration. Here the full-scale autonomic operation means the social behaviour
of an agent – capability to interact with the other agents at its own choice,
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and to select actions that ensure satisfaction of time- and other constraints
imposed upon its autonomous behaviour by its environment [10].
In the conventional approach to agents, the attention has been usually
focused on issues related to agents’ intelligence, such as reasoning, beliefs,
intentions, desires, negotiations with other agents, and others. In the other
words, the research of multi-agent systems has been mostly agent-centred, even
organisational aspects of a system have been described and implemented by
means of “mental” states of agents. Computational and systems engineering
issues in distributed artiﬁcial intelligence studies have received comparatively
little attention.
In the domain of real-time systems (and embedded systems) the research
focus has been on control, monitoring, and communication issues with a strong
emphasis on systems engineering aspects. Information encapsulation is of
primary importance, and component-based design is widely used. However,
computational aspects have gained slightly less attention – note the analogy
with the agents. The artiﬁcial intelligence methods are increasingly used in
real-time embedded systems, in many cases some components of a real-time
system are agents. A very clear trend in practical applications is the merger
of two domains – multi-agents and real-time embedded systems.
As the result, the infrastructure of multi-agent systems is to be enhanced
with a sophisticated time-model, in addition to multiple, potentially indepen-
dent time-models in individual agents. At the same time, a real-time system
is extended by autonomous, proactive components. Consequently, real-time
systems are to be considered as loosely coupled collections of interacting au-
tonomous agents (and other components) with time-critical constraints on
agents’ (and other components’) behaviour and on their interactions.
The agents (components of a real-time system) and their interaction pat-
terns may change dynamically during integration, testing, and also during
normal operation of the system – for instance, because of autonomous, proac-
tive behaviour of the agents, or because of mobility of agents. Controlled
dynamic reconﬁguration of components has always been desirable in conven-
tional real-time systems, but has deliberately been avoided to increase the
behavioural determinism. In the other words, ﬁxed structure has been ap-
plied only to be able to predict, with reasonable conﬁdence, the behaviour
of the future system already during its design. The component-based design
and steadily increasing autonomy and pro-activeness of components have en-
abled automatic reconﬁguration ability to real-time systems, and increased
the share of emergent behaviour in real-time systems to the level that requires
reconsidering the methods for behavioural analysis.
A typical agent-based real-time system operates in a time-sensitive envi-
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ronment and has a major additional property, as compared with a conventional
real-time system – the complete list of interacting agents and the structure of
their interactions cannot be ﬁnally ﬁxed at the design stage. This property
invokes at least two new research topics. First, the agent-based architecture
itself is evolving in time and diﬀerent aspects of the evolving architecture need
monitoring (and may be partial control) in order to guarantee the required
service and to avoid unwanted emergent behaviours. Second, research of real-
time systems, composed from autonomous agents with imposed time and lo-
cation constraints on agent’s individual behaviour, on interaction of agents,
and on the overall system’s behaviour – needs a qualitatively new model of
computations (context-aware interaction-centred model of computation).
In a nutshell, we need a model of computation for a computing system
that typically:
• is distributed in a dynamically reconﬁgurable heterogeneous computer net-
work that comprises wired networks, wireless networks, and multi-hop ad
hoc networks with potentially mobile nodes
• interacts immediately with the non-computer components of the artiﬁcial
and/or natural environment
• contains (smart) components with environmental perceptivity, that are ca-
pable for autonomous and proactive behaviour
• provides persistently on-going service that supports algorithmic concur-
rency, as well as forced (or sometimes, true) concurrency in a sense deﬁned
in [26,45]
• has a logical structure that can be described as a collection of loosely cou-
pled, context-aware, interacting agents that satisfy all the behavioural re-
quirements and constraints imposed by the environment and by their inter-
action partners.
3 New concepts of computing and models of computa-
tion
The emergence of new concepts of computing
Ubiquitous (and pervasive) computing is based on the expansion of the
principles applied in real-time systems and plug-and-play experiments. Com-
putationally new concepts have emerged from the domain of ubiquitous com-
puting in relation with autonomic computing [16] and proactive computing
[39]. Those two new concepts are related in a sense that the existence of
autonomic components in a system is a precondition to introducing proac-
tivity features to the system. Autonomic and proactive computing has been
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compared in [41]. Agents and agent-based systems form a generic example of
autonomous and proactive computing.
A system that exhibits proactive behaviour must have autonomous and
proactive components. Each of the autonomous components may have its
own independent time counting system. Those of the components that exhibit
proactivity must have a perceptive subcomponent that collaborates with the
goal processing subcomponent. The situation is further complicated if several
proactive components form a coalition in order to reach a better perceptivity.
A more detailed discussion of proactivity needs a separate publication.
Considering the time issue, each autonomous component may have its own
time counting system and each of those time counting systems may apply its
own metrics. Strictly speaking, the time instants and intervals deﬁned in
diﬀerent time counting systems (time models) can only be compared within
known uncertainty limits. Hence, one time dimension for the whole computing
system – that so far has been the conventional approach in computer science
and software engineering – cannot solve the time awareness problem. Time in
agents has usually been considered in concordance with the traditions of com-
puter science, i.e. time is an additional dimension of a state space – meaning
that a single time variable is introduced for the whole system. Examples of
traditional time models as used in computer science are discussed and surveyed
in [20,50].
The primary reason for the necessity of many metric times for describing
the joint operation of a computing system and its environment is the autonomy
of some components. In many cases the autonomy of a component also means
that the computing system and its designer do not, or can not have access to
complete knowledge about the inner operation of the autonomous component.
For instance, the components interact with each other directly via dynamically
created communication links (e.g. because of the system’s emergent behaviour
not prohibited earlier by the designer), or the components react to events in the
environment (that cannot be controlled by the designer), or the components
react to exceptions in the computing system (not foreseen by the designer).
The formal computational aspects of autonomous and proactive comput-
ing have not yet been thoroughly studied. Intuitively it is believed that a
suitable underlying model of computation should be that of interactive com-
putation. For many applications the model of interactive computation should
be extended with time-awareness. Unfortunately, the appropriate and widely
accepted formalism for such a model is not yet available. Further in this
paper an attempt is made to move towards time-aware model of interactive
computation.
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Evolution of computing models
A model of computation provides a concise (and, in principle, approxi-
mately matching) description of what happens in a computing system [3,46].
Suﬃciently precise and widely accepted description of computing has been
provided by the concept of Turing machine. However, many of the properties
of today’s computing systems can not be handled by the concept of Turing
machine (and the algorithm theory that stems from the Church-Turing thesis).
Turing’s seminal paper [40] introduced, apart from “automatic-machine” that
later became known as the Turing machine, also “choice-machine”, “oracle-
machine”, and “unorganised machine” (a-, c-, o-, and u-machines respec-
tively). The three latter machines were forgotten for some time as not suﬃ-
ciently inﬂuential for the mainstream computing. At the end of the 1960-es
H. A. Simon, in his essays about the science of the artiﬁcial (see, for example
the third edition of those essays [37]), emphasised the importance of compu-
tation over the border of two diﬀerent environments. Such a computation
corresponds well to the ideas of c- and o-machines. An interaction between a
computing machine and some other entity that resides in a potentially diﬀerent
environment is considered as essential property of c- and o-machines.
At the end of the 1970-es Simon’s essays were followed by a Calculus of
Communicating Systems [22] that emphasised the importance of interactions
in determining the observable behaviour of Turing machines. Almost at the
same time the ﬁrst method for describing time-aware, forced concurrent, dis-
tributed computing system with explicit interactions [34]was published, and
was unfortunately left unnoticed for many years.
Interactive computing has gained popularity since the 1990-es. The grad-
ually changing role of practical computing, together with the improved, and
more liberal understanding of the essence of computation has led to devel-
opment of concepts, theories and models of interactive computation, such as
[23,42,43,47]. The recent research papers have radically relaxed the strict and
traditional restrictions of the Church-Turing algorithm theory. Some of these
concepts assume radical generalisation of computability in the Church-Turing
sense, for instance [14] deﬁnes computability logic where computation is de-
scribed as game played by machine against the environment. Some others
suggest a systematic step-by-step approach (e.g. [12]) that eventually also
leads to non-trivial generalisation of Church-Turing thesis.
Starting from CCS [22], quantitative time has been abstracted away from
interactive computing. Milner’s π-calculus [23] manages to handle system’s
behaviour without metric time. Wegner’s research group formulated basic
principles of interactive computing [42,43,45,46] in the 1990-es, and suggested
that a multi-stream interaction machine represents the most sophisticated
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interactive computation, again neglecting explicit quantitative time. The au-
thors of this paper are convinced that the share of implemented interactive
computing systems that need a time-aware (or context-aware) model of inter-
active computation to reason about their properties is rapidly increasing.
Related philosophical aspects
The evolution of computing has persistently increased the role of uncer-
tainty in the computation. In the framework of Church-Turing algorithm
theory the assumption of complete knowledge of the causal relations is essen-
tial, and is further ampliﬁed by forbidding interference from the environment,
or from the other algorithms, during execution of an algorithm. In today’s
computing systems such assumptions and taboos are remarkably softened, and
in many cases have disappeared completely.
Let us consider an example of embedded real-time systems, or multi-agent
systems – the case when one interacting partner operates in an artiﬁcial world
(e.g. a computing system with completely known causal relations) and the
other partner operates in the natural world (as a rule, with incompletely known
causal relations). The interaction should be on-going rather than terminating,
quite often the partner from the natural world is the controlling (or at least
equal) partner. The latter property may often cause interference with the
execution of an algorithm in a computing system. The interacting partner in
the computing system is usually specially designed, or selected to work with a
particular component from the natural (or artiﬁcial) world. It is reasonable to
expect that the dynamic properties of interacting partners match. In practice
the dynamic properties of interacting partners can be matched if one of the
partners imposes time constraints upon the other’s behaviour [29].
The above-described interference situation corresponds to violation of the
fundamental assumption in Science – the assumption about the existence of
a stationary axiomatic basis of the applied theory (or algorithm) as long as
the theory is being used (or the algorithm is being executed). This type of
violation can be easily avoided by introducing time constraints that explicitly
deﬁne the domain where the assumption for stationary axiomatic basis holds.
Another useful role of time constraints is approximate presentation of unknown
(or incompletely known, or physically not accessible knowledge about) causal
relations.
Imagine, for instance, a computer controlled telomerization reaction, where
the increase of the useful product slows down after certain concentration has
been reached. The reasonable point for stopping the reaction can, in prin-
ciple, be computed based on a system of kinetic equations for that reaction.
However, it takes more time to compute the stopping point than it takes for
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the reaction to reach that point. In practice, one can substitute the lengthy
computation with an estimated duration of the productive phase of the reac-
tion.
In spite of the rapid increase of time-critical and/or time- and location-
aware computer applications, the role of time is still considered by the majority
of researchers in a simpliﬁed manner – as a single variable, common for all
mathematical functions used in the system. This practice stems from math-
ematics and is still the ruling belief in computer science. Hypothetically this
belief is based on the assumption that a neutral observer (e.g. a researcher
or a designer of the system) can have complete knowledge about the studied
phenomenon, and can observe all the details of that phenomenon, or of the
designed system. This assumption, in its turn, results obviously from the not
quite correct interpretation of the philosophical foundations of the Newtonian
(one single observer) and Einsteinian (several independent observers) theories
about the universe.
The necessity of many metric times for describing and analysing the prop-
erties of a computing system as stated at the end of section 2 of this paper,
is in perfect concordance with the realistic approach taken in the quantum
theory. In the quantum theory the universe is considered as a collection of
interacting autonomous particles that are all equally important. Even the
observers, if they exist, are not more important, nor more capable, than the
other particles. In such a universe it becomes natural that each particle may
have its own time counting system that may be independent from that of the
other particles. This statement follows from the ideas suggested by Simon [37]
and Wegner [44].
Examples of approaches towards models of interactive computing
A rather subjectively grouped list of publications on approaches related
to the evolution of interactive computing paradigm, and to extending it with
time-awareness, follows:
• State machines that focus on the state transition view: an input eﬀects on
update of the state and on output c-machine [40]; self-reproducing automata
[32]; abstract state machine [13]; input/output automata [9]; attributed
automata [21]; interaction machine [43];
• Process algebras: represented, for instance, by CCS [22] and π-calculus [23];
cost calculus (a process algebra of bounded rational agents for interactive
problem solving) [47];
• Stream-based approach: time-aware history transformers [5]; compositional
reﬁnement of interactive systems [4], [7];
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• Logical framework based models: represented by weak second order pred-
icate calculus with time [18]; temporal logic [20]; logic of rational agents
[48]; computational logic [14];
• Miscellaneous approaches: represented by Quirk’s report [34], the Q-model
[26]; and by agent-group-role model [10].
The above listed publications, together with the intriguing properties of
new, practical computing systems forms the basis for selecting the dimensions
of the feature space for taxonomy of models of computation. Taxonomy in a
carefully selected feature space is to support the comparison of various meth-
ods and approaches in order to move towards time-aware model of interactive
computing. In this paper we suggest generic taxonomy that implicitly includes
all the above listed publications. Development of the detailed taxonomy with
explicit positioning of diﬀerent methods in the feature space needs a separate
eﬀort and is not the goal of this paper.
4 Feature space for taxonomy of computations
For systematic progress in developing the time-aware interaction-centred model
it would be desirable to categorise the variety of models of computation accord-
ing to their characteristic features. Examples of feature spaces used earlier by
other researchers have been surveyed and discussed in [3,33,45]. The feature
space should scatter the diﬀerent models of computation in the space, and
collect similar models into clusters in the space. The earlier used dimensions
of the feature spaces applied for taxonomy could not explicitly emphasise the
speciﬁc properties of context-aware, proactive computing systems. Therefore
we suggest the following three dimensional approximation of the feature space
– action, interaction, and time-awareness (see Figure 1). Further we demon-
strate that this feature space clearly distinguishes the conventional models of
computation based on the Church-Turing algorithm theory, models of inter-
active computation, and models for context-aware, interactive computing.
The dimensions of the feature space are interpreted as follows:
• Action denotes the execution of a structural unit of a computing system that
includes consumption of the input signal (message) and results in producing
an output signal (or a message) of that unit that may inﬂuence the behaviour
of the other structural units, or the environment; a structural unit may be
an algorithm, or a component, or an agent
• Interaction denotes the process of transferring a signal (message) from the
producer of that signal (message) to the consumer; the producer and the
consumer are usually structural units of the computing system, or its en-
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vironment; in some cases the message may be deliberately modiﬁed in the
transfer process (e.g. for reliability, safety or security reasons)
• Time-awareness feature characterises time model used in the system – start-
ing from a single topological (i.e. non-metric) time, then a topological time
and one metric time, and the most complex case with a topological and sev-
eral metric times; in some cases it is necessary also to distinguish between
the users of a single time concept (e.g. reversible metric time), or several
simultaneous time concepts (e.g. reversible, strictly increasing and relative
times with the same metrics).
Projections of the feature space onto two-dimensional planes (see Figure
1) – i.e. the planes of interactive actions, time-aware actions, and time-aware
interactions – describe rather precisely the already existing research directions
(e.g. interactive computing, time-constraint computing, and timing analysis
of interactions). Intuitively, the three-dimensional feature space forms a good
starting point for building taxonomy of existing approaches to, and for dis-
cussing potential new directions in developing, models of computation – in
order to explicitly describe and analyse properties that lead to better sat-
isfaction of the requirements imposed upon the computing systems by their
environment and their users.
For each feature a metrics will be introduced by markers that deﬁne classes
of models based on qualitative properties that are of interest for distinguishing
models of computation. The number of markers can be increased if a more
detailed categorisation is required. The categories considered in this paper
are not disjoint, typically the category that is further from the origin of the
coordinates includes properties of categories that are closer to the origin of
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coordinates. In this paper we will consider the following classes as a starting
point.
The action dimension is partitioned by the following markers:
• A1 – actions completely prescribed by algorithms
The structural units that perform actions comprise ﬁxed algorithms that
are causally related, and the environment may not inﬂuence the algorithms
and their relations during the action; in control theory such situation is
called programmed control.
• A2 – actions may be inﬂuenced by environment
Behaviour of some structural units of the system is inﬂuenced or controlled
by the environment directly during the action, indirectly by the previous
actions; in control theory such situation is called feedback control.
• A3 – proactive actions, as in A2 but also inﬂuenced by the goal of the struc-
tural unit and by the perceived situation
Behaviour of some structural units of the system is proactive and autonomous,
meaning that the unit can choose an action from a set of actions that best
serves the component in a given situation (smart and selﬁsh components
with dynamically changing behaviour).
• A4 – adaptive actions, as in A3, but the unit may modify of the set of its
pre-ﬁxed actions and can dynamically improve its perception abilities
In addition to proactivity, some components have capability to learn and
adapt their behaviour and goals according to changing conditions (systems
with high share of emergent behaviour and hard to predict dynamic be-
haviour).
The interaction dimension is partitioned by the following markers:
• I1 – algorithmically predeﬁned interactions
Interaction between the structural units is strictly predeﬁned by the algo-
rithms (causal reasons) and cannot be modiﬁed dynamically; conventional
parallel processing, as a case of algorithmic computation, belongs to this
category.
• I2 – dynamic interactions
The case of systems that can behave diﬀerently in diﬀerent situations, and
where interactions between the structural units actually determine the be-
haviour of the system (e.g. diﬀerent algorithms may produce equivalent
behaviour of a system); this is a case of interactive computation; stream
processing and forced parallel processing are accepted in such systems.
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• I3 – time-constraint dynamic interactions
This category comprises models of systems essentially based on time-constraint
interactive computation, including constraints imposed upon the occurrence
instants of interactions and on the validity of information exchanged during
those interactions.
The time-awareness dimension is partitioned by the following markers:
• T1 – a single topological time
Sometimes topological time is also called logical time. Time is established
by ordering events (that are important to us) that occur in a system without
paying attention to the explicit relation between the instant of occurrence
an event and the corresponding instant of a metric time. Counting events
of executing instructions is a good example – earlier executed instruction
has a smaller time label than later executed instruction, independently of
the actual value of the instruction counter. Such a time is easily usable
in sequential programs, whereas in parallel programs and in programs with
distributed processing the ordering of events becomes complicated.
• T2 – a single metric time
This is category for models and systems where, in addition to topological
time, one has a metric time (a counter of strictly periodic ticks that can
be synchronised with astronomical time as used by humans). The counter
of periodic ticks is usually strictly increasing. Based on this counter, the
system designer may build timers that enable to use reversible time (i.e.
occasionally to back in history, to redo things) or relative time for reasoning
about properties in this system. Strictly increasing, reversible, and relative
times (as measured by the diﬀerent timers that apply the same metrics) are
called time concepts [6].
• T3 – multiple metric times
This category contains models and systems that accept autonomous and
proactive components as building blocks and allow direct interaction of those
components with the environment. Consequently, the researchers have to
admit the existence of several independent time counting systems that are
to be maintained simultaneously in a complex formed by the (distributed)
computing system and its environment. By independent time counting sys-
tems the authors mean diﬀerent metric times (i.e. periodic tick counters
with diﬀerent metrics) – see also section 1.2 of this paper. For each of
those metric times the system may maintain several simultaneous concepts
of time.
The markers that were introduced above are used for partitioning of the fea-
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ture space in Figure 2. As an illustration, the category comprising models
of computation that describe computing in terms of Church-Turing algorithm
theory is displayed in the vicinity of the origin of coordinates. This category is
in the subspace of algorithmically described actions (A1) with algorithmically
predeﬁned interactions (I1), and under single topological time (T1). Please
note that models using temporal logics do not belong to this subspace, since
many of them operate with metric time.
The deﬁnitive taxonomy of models of computation in such a feature space
is, to the best of our knowledge, not yet available. Categorisation of mod-
els of computation in a diﬀerent feature space has been discussed in [33,50].
Preliminary results suggest that taxonomy based on the features deﬁned in
this paper is a valuable tool for planning research in formal description and
analysis of the emerging paradigms for computing. A generalised view of rel-
ative placement of conventional models of computation, interaction machines
and time-aware interaction machines is displayed in Figure 3. More detailed
taxonomy that separates particular formalisms – e.g. a variety of methods for
handling timing properties – can be developed, provided that a reﬁned marker
system is applied.
The suggested feature space stems from the expected properties and re-
quirements of the rapidly spreading new classes of computer applications –
such as ubiquitous computing that includes autonomic and proactive com-
ponents, computing systems with dynamic ad hoc architecture, multi-agent
systems, time- and location aware computing systems etc. The feature space
enables to distinguish between the objectives, capabilities, and scope of the
existing models of computation, as well as that of respective tools and re-
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sulting products – in practice it is a question of selecting the appropriate set
of markers, too few markers give a generalised picture, too detailed markers
provide too complex picture.
Time-aware computing is often considered to be something bizarre, not re-
ally belonging to the family of decent computing methods. The authors of this
paper were encouraged by the ﬁrst preliminary categorisation of the models in
this feature space (see ﬁgure 3) – it can be seen that time-awareness is to be
considered as a natural extension of algorithmic computing. Our experience
with a step-wise development of time-aware models for interactive comput-
ing in the KRATT environment [30,31] for time-aware multi-agent systems
supports the impression suggested by taxonomy.
Taxonomy in Figure 3 ﬁxes relative positions of conventional models for
algorithmic computing, models for interactive computing, and models for time-
aware interactive computing. On such a generic level the taxonomy is of little
practical use, but if the same taxonomy be used to position more speciﬁc
products – e.g. Persistent Turing Machines [12], Abstract State Machines [13],
π-calculus [23], the Q-model [26] – some useful hints might be extracted for
guiding the further research into models for time-aware, proactive, interactive
computing.
The following section discusses the use of the Q-model for describing com-
puting systems with dynamically changing conﬁguration and interaction topol-
ogy, and with time-aware on-going computation in its components.
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5 Towards time-aware computing –
Q-model and streams
This section introduces preliminary steps taken to formalise the ideas about
time-aware interactive computing. The approach is based on an attempt to
apply streams as used in the mainstream of computer science, expand streams
with time-awareness, and describe the Q-model in terms of the time-aware
streams.
In spite of a good progress in researching interactive computing – starting
from Milner’s CCS [22], followed by a series of publications from Wegner’s
group [12,43,45,46], and by many others – metric time has been abstracted
away. As explained earlier in this paper, many today’s applications of com-
puting systems heavily depend on time- and location-awareness. In fact such
applications have exited since the 1960-es, but the related research has been
outside of the mainstream of computer science.
Approximately at the same time with Milner’s CCS, a report by Quirk
and Gilbert [34] was published on real-time systems. The report was based
on interactive computing concept that was extended by a truly sophisticated
time model. The basic result of this publication was further elaborated under
the name of Q-model (see, for instance [26]), mapped into a weak second-
order predicate logic with time in [18], linked with object-oriented software
development environment [27], and suggested for building a real-time UML
model-processor for timing analysis of interactions.
Approximately at the same time with Milner’s CCS, a report by Quirk
and Gilbert [34] was published on real-time systems. The report was based
on interactive computing concept that was extended by a truly sophisticated
time model. The basic result of this publication was further elaborated under
the name of Q-model (see, for instance [26]), mapped into a weak second-
order predicate logic with time in [18], linked with object-oriented software
development environment [27], and suggested for building a real-time UML
model-processor for timing analysis of interactions.
In the following we describe the Q-model superﬁcially, discuss how it sat-
isﬁes the requirements of the new computing systems (listed at the end of
section 2 of this paper), and provide some hints of how the Q-model can be
represented by streams.
The Q-model is speciﬁcally developed for distributed real-time systems and
deﬁnes a system as a collection of loosely coupled components (called “pro-
cesses” because of Q-model tradition) that interact via one-to-one connected
and one-way “channels”. A component may be implemented as a common
process p that is a straightforward mapping from domain of deﬁnition to
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value range of the process whereas the mapping is repeated many (up to the
countable number of) times, i.e.
p : T (p)× dom p → val p ,where
T (p) is a well-ordered time-set that determines the time instants when the
mapping is executed. A component may also be implemented as a selector
process [26] – not considered in this paper due to its complexity. The map-
ping may be deﬁned across the border-line of diﬀerent environments, thus
covering the case when a component in a computing system interacts with
a non-computer component in the artiﬁcial or natural environment. The de-
ﬁned mapping can behave autonomously since the time-set that determines
when to execute and when not to execute belongs to the mapping. Also the
proactivity can easily be built on the potentially existing inner memory of
the mapping, plus many additional decision-making mechanisms in the case
of selector process.
The time-set may describe periodic, quasi-periodic, and spontaneous ex-
ecution of the component (depending on the deﬁnition of the time-set’s ele-
ments). The time-set may also be used for modelling dynamic reconﬁguration
of the computer network, and temporary or permanent disappearance of some
components. Naturally, we rely on discrete time since continuous time causes
implementation problems.
Such a mapping speciﬁes a stream that allows additional ﬂexibility as com-
pared to conventional stream processing – each component (the corresponding
stream) may have a diﬀerent execution pattern (time-set), the streams need
not be executed at regular intervals (that may have good as well as bad con-
sequences).
The interaction of a component with another component generates a spe-
ciﬁc interaction stream (see ﬁgure 4).
The formation of the interaction stream is controlled by the consumer pj
component (the one that receives a message) while the other partner in the
interaction is the producer pi (the one that provides data for the communicated
message). The mechanism that forms the message required by the consumer
form the data produced by the producer and transfers the message is called
in the Q-model a channel. A channel is a mapping:
σij : val pi × T (pi)× T (pj)→ projval pi dom pj ,
where the length of the message (i.e. depth of the consumer required memory,
or the length of an element in the interaction stream) is determined by a
channel function
K(σij, t) ⊂ T (pi), and t ∈ T (pj).
Please note that diﬀerent time-sets may represent diﬀerent time counting
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Fig. 4. Illustration of a time-selective interaction.
systems (diﬀerent metric times), and the channel function deﬁnes a timer
for relative time on the producer time-set T (pi). The origin of this relative
time is moving with the progress of the consumer process and is deﬁned by
the instant t ∈ T (pj) when the consumer is activated. Depending on the
relationship between the producer and consumer time-sets, one may need three
basic types of channels – synchronous when T (pi) ≡ T (pj) , semi-synchronous
when T (pi)→ T (pj) , and asynchronous when the time-sets are independent
of each other. The interaction stream, formed by a channel, is to be time-
labelled in the deﬁned relative time so that the time-constraints imposed upon
the interaction by the consumer process can be veriﬁably satisﬁed – even
when considering the potential uncertainty introduced by matching times with
diﬀerent metrics.
6 Conclusions
The paper focuses on properties, development methods, analysis methods,
and tools for software-intensive systems directly interacting with their envi-
ronment. Many such systems are built from autonomous components that
may exhibit proactive behaviour. Software-intensive systems diﬀer from the
other engineering systems in that they are clearly more capable for explicit
proactive behaviour and rely on dynamic control structure more often as com-
pared to the non-software-intensive systems in the artiﬁcial world (see also
[37]). This paper states that applications of software-intensive systems re-
quire properties that cannot be studied by conventional mainstream methods
of computer science, and suggests that a new time-aware model of interactive
computation is to be developed.
Large part of the paper explains speciﬁc role of time in new computing
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systems that directly interact with their environment and may contain au-
tonomous and proactive components. This has led to emphasising the need
for introducing a truly sophisticated time model into the mentioned computing
systems and into respective models of computation. In a system composed of
autonomous and proactive components, each of the components may have its
own independent time counting system. Hence, one additional time dimension
for the whole system cannot solve the time-awareness problem. Formal timing
analysis of interactions in such systems presumes the use of more than one
metric time plus simultaneous use of three time concepts (strictly increasing,
fully reversible and relative with moving origin), such time model has not been
widely used in computer science so far.
Many promising attempts have been published to formalise models of in-
teractive computation, and to introduce time-awareness to computing. This
paper suggests a new feature space that would facilitate comparison of the
existing approaches, and select the proper starting point for developing time-
aware model of interactive computing. The feature space is suitable for build-
ing taxonomy of the existing models. However taxonomy has not been built
in this paper. Instead, a superﬁcial discussion of the ongoing research on
merging the Q-model approach with processing methods of timed streams
is presented. The taxonomy and the formal study of relationships between
diﬀerent approaches to (time-aware) interactive computation are still to be
done.
This material published in this paper is based on interim results of an
ongoing larger project carried out in the Estonian Centre of Excellence for
Dependable Computing (CDC) – a long term joint venture of Tallinn Uni-
versity of Technology, Tartu University Institute of Technology, and recently
joined University of Luebeck.
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